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Abstract
Business process modelling is a key step in business process management, and it plays a crucial role in process analysis and
optimization. When modelling complex business process interaction, the original BPMN modelling approach is not applicable, need
special modelling language and methodology for process choreography. In order to solve semantic ambiguity and integrity of
business process modelling, proposed a formalize business process choreography modelling method based on π calculus. First
business process choreography graphical instance design is presented by BPMN2.0 choreography. Then formal definition based on π
calculus of BPMN2.0 choreography's basic activities and structured activities is presented. Then an instance of business process
choreography auction scene model is given, and the model is analysed and validated manually and automatically respectively.
Finally, we propose a π calculus model validation algorithm with the model XML document of Visio BPMN2.0 Modeller tool as
input and then implement the algorithm. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that this method can describe BPMN
choreography by π calculus and be able to validate the semantic error of BPMN in terms of translate semantics and automatic
deductive of π calculus, which makes choreography modelling more precise and specification.
Keywords: choreography, BPMN2.0, π calculus, formal modelling

orchestration modelling design of BPMN model by π
calculus. [7] puts forward a variation π calculus of BPEL's
basic and structured activities formal description, but there
is no analysis for model validation, it cannot guarantee the
correctness of the model.
To solve above problems, we propose a BPMN2.0 choreography modelling method based on π calculus, the
following is main contributions:
1) Introduce BPMN2.0 as new interaction modelling
language, use π calculus to conduct formal definition of
basic and structured activities of choreography.
2) Combined with concrete example, we give out a specific model prototype based on π calculus, and simulate
the model by manual deduction. Then use MWB to
analyze and verify the model. And the result is same as
manual simulation exactly.
3) MWB do not provide any programming interfaces. We
have to type π calculus process command and check
location of deadlock and circulation structure in π
calculus process command line manually. According to
relationship between message flow of BPMN2.0 and
channel name of π calculus we can find error location.

1 Introduction
With the development of information technology and operational complexity rises, enterprise can't complete all the
necessary business through their own operating, in business process execution they need to connect with other
enterprises to complete the exchange of information
through collaboration [1]. This cross-organizational way
brings the issue that prompt enterprise collaborative
relationship dynamic, open and uncertainty. This means it
is difficult to construct and test them correctly, so before
deployment to ensure its correctness and reliability of the
interaction behaviour is vital [2]. BPMN (Business Process
Modelling Notation) can provide support of business
process graphical design for business personnel [3].
OMG (Object Management Group) introduced
BPMN2.0 standard in 2011 [4]. Compare with BPMN1.0,
it emphasizes the role of enterprise modelling and choreograph of cross-process owners [5]. BPMN is not a formalized language and can't conduct formal verification by
itself. Therefore, how to describe BPMN2.0 as a formal
language, and identify BPMN semantic error by its inference ability is of great scientific research value.
There are lots of formal modelling methods and mainly
about UML activity diagram [6], BPEL [7]. The mainly
user of UML is system architect and worker, their business
analysis ability is not strong as BPMN. BPMN is standard
of graphical modelling [8]. There are BPMN modelling
methods based on Petri net [9]. Petri net tends to produce
state explosion when BPMN model is very large. At present, research on BPMN2.0 modelling and validation based
on π calculus is less. Existing research mainly focus on
*

2 Related knowledge and work
2.1 π CALCULUS
π calculus is a concurrent computing model used to
describe the dynamic structure of intra-process and interprocess. π calculus allows delivery channel name in
communication, which makes it has the ability to create
new channel. It is especially suitable to describe distributed
loosely coupled concurrent systems.
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4) Swimlanes used to organize the basic elements of the
model, it has two objects: pool and lane, as shown in
Figure 5.

We assume that a set of infinite name N, the elements
of N represent in lowercase, x, y, z, etc. [10]. Action prefix
for π calculus is π, which can trigger an action, the grammar of π calculus is:  :: x  y  x y  . x y means
send name y from channel x, which can be abbreviated to
x ; x  y  indicates input name y through channel x, that
can be abbreviated to x; τ only do process internal
migration without message delivery.

FIGURE 5 Swimlanes elements

5) Artefacts, provide additional information to process,
which will not affect the semantic of process. It has
group and text annotations, as shown in Figure 6.

2.2 BPMN2.0
Using BPMN notation to describe business process, can
provide a simple mechanism in creating a business process
model, meanwhile to deal with complex business process.
BPMN2.0 has following five element objects:
1) Flow objects, is a major graphic elements define the
behaviour of the business process. It can be divided
into three categories: Events, Activities and Gateways.
Events, according to the influence at different time
can divided into start event, intermediate catch event and
end event, as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 6 Artefacts elements

2.3 BPMN2.0 CHOREOGRAPHY
The object of choreography is not limited to a single pool,
each step contains two or more participants. We focus on
communication among participants. Choreography [11]
defines order of interaction in business scene, Figure 7
shows several core elements of choreography.

FIGURE 1 Event elements

Activities, can be atomic or compound. It has send,
receive, standard cycle, multi-instance concurrent cycle
and multi-instance sequence cycle task shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 7 Core elements of choreography

 Start event, trigger event startup process.
 End event, is a process end trigger condition.
 Choreography task, has two participants, Participant
A is sender and B is receiver.
 Choreography sub – process, contains sub choreography, which can define multi-choreography task and
can also contain more than one roles.

FIGURE 2 Activity elements

Gateway, which is used to control the branching and
aggregation of sequence flow.
2) Data, provide information about process or store
information. has data object, data input, data output and
data store. Figure 3 shown data element respectively.

Exclusive gateway, judges each output stream on its
conditional expression, mutually exclusive execute the
activities of path, as shown in Figure 8.

FIGURE 3 Data elements

3) Connecting Object, has sequence flow and message
flow, as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 8 Exclusive gateway and Event Gateway

FIGURE 4 Connecting object elements

Event Gateway, based on event represent a branch
point, as shown in Figure 8.
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Parallel Gateway, provides a mechanism of synchronous and production parallel flow, which mainly used for
branching and merging, as shown in Figure 9.

data, we often omit parameters. For example，we write
y x as y , write y x  as y. When the channel has no
follow-up action, we add 0 behind the action, such as y.0.
Basic activity 1. Start choreography task:
CStart

y

y.

It is the beginning of choreography, and it send out the
completion signal through channel y.
Basic activity 2. End choreography task:
CEnd   .0 .
FIGURE 9 Parallel Gateway

When CEnd receives the completion signal through y, it
will end the process.
Basic activity 3. Unilateral interactive of basic interaction pattern:

Choreography is an appointment between organizations, which can be used to verify if all the organizational
behaviour is correct [12]. Enterprise business process is
composed of a series of activities. Activities of choreography can be divided into two kinds: basic and structure
activities [13]. Basic activities show the interactions
between the processes, whereas structured activity defines
the execution method and sequence of basic activity. We
give some definitions of elements.

CUnilateral (r1 , r2 , m)

There are two roles r1 and r2, m is message channel that
r1 sends to r2, y0 is channel that action of r2 is completed, y
is end signal.
Basic activity 4. Bilateral interactive of basic interacttion pattern:

3.1 π CALCULUS DESCRIPTION OF SOME
ELEMENT BPMN2.0

CBilateral (r1 , r2 , m1 , m2 )

Elements of BPMN2.0 related to business process
execution behaviour have event, activity, gateway,
sequence flow and message flow. Use these elements for π
calculus to choreography model, can characterize the
execution behaviour of business processes completely.
1) Event, indicate the message sending and receiving
process, start and end events are represented below respectively. Channel yStart sends a process start complete
signal; τEnd is internal action of process.
Start event: CStart y  yStart

  r1 .m1.m2 . r1 . y0 m1. r2 .m2 y0 . y

3.3 BPMN2.0 CHOREOGRAPHY STRUCTURED
ACTIVITY MODELLING
Structured activity model defines the execution method
and sequence of basic activities. We promise  and 
represent the condition true and false respectively.
Structured activity 1. Sequence: sequential execute its
internal choreography activity.

End event: CEnd   End .0
2) Activity, for choreography activity, we use letter C
with a subscript to represent activity name. For
example, choreography request is presented as CReq.
3) Sequence flow, it can limit the sequence of activities in
model, usually we use the symbol "." to limit the
sequence execution from front to back.
4) Message flow, we use m to indicate receiving message;
m to indicate sending message ( m  Nm ).

CSeq  C1 , C2 ,..., Cn 
yn 1 . Cn

yn



y



  vy1 y2 ... yn  C1

y1

y1 . C2

y2

yn . y ,

C1 , C2 ,..., Cn are choreography activities of Sequence,
they can be the basic activities or structured activities.
y1 , y2 ,..., yn are completion signal channel of
C1 , C2 ,..., Cn respectively, y is the completion signal
channel for sequential executed choreography activities.
Structured activity 2. Exclusive Gateway: choose the
single task to execute choreography activities.

3.2 BPMN2.0 CHOREOGRAPHY BASIC ACTIVITY
MODELLING
Before modelling for semantic of choreography activities,
y

y

There are also two roles r1 and r2, y is activity completed signal channel. There are two message channels:
m1 is message channel that r1 sends to r2, m2 represents
responses to r1 when r2 received news from m1, y0 is
channel m2 sends out news successfully.

Start

we define a function:

  r1  m m  r2  y0 y0  y

y

CEG  b, C1 , C2 

:A→P, which is a mapping from

a set of choreography activity to the semantic expression of
π calculus. y is a signal completed channel. In general,
suppose all choreography activities have their unique
channel y . When it is not sensitive to input and output

C2

y2

y

  vy1 y2    b    C1

 y1  y2  . y  ,

y1

b   

C1, C2 are choreography, they can be basic or structured
activity. y1, y2 are completed signal channel of C1, C2
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respectively, b is condition, y is the completed signal transmission channel of exclusive gateway.
Structured activity 3. Parallel Gateway: execute choreography activities concurrently.
CPG  C1 , C2 

y



  vy1 y2  C1

y1

C2

y2

is true, y is the completion signal channel. We have following three types.
Mode 1. Standard Loop:

CSL  b, C 

 y1. y2 

The definition of C1, C2, y1, y2 has the same meaning
with Parallel Gateway C1 and C2 execute concurrently,
when both of them are completed, send out completion
signal of parallel gateway through y.
Structured activity 4. Event Gateway: choose the task
to perform based on event.
We introduce the event channel e as sources channel of
expected event b in gateway [14]. Event b can be Boolean,
Integer, Character, String and other types of messages.
According event that gateway decide whether to execute or
implement which subsequent process. Therefore, we have
following five types of event gateway.
y

CMSL  b, n, C 
y1 . C2

y

 e. C . y .

y

  vb   e  b  .b   C . y 

  vb   e  b  .b    C . y 

Type 4:

b   

C1

y1

y

C2

y2

2

Start C1 if b is  , start C2 if b is  . Finally, when the
completion signal of C1 or C2 is sent out, then send out the
completion signal of event gateway by y.
Type 5:
CEG5  e1 , e2 , C1 , C2 

 e1  b1  .b1  

C1

y

  vb1 , b2 , y1 , y2 

y1

e2  b2  .b2    C2

y2

  y  y . y  ,
1

! C

y

y2

y

  vy1 y2 ... yn  b    C1

... yn 1 . Cn

yn

y1

yn . y  ,

CMPL  b, n, C 

y

C2

yn

y2

... Cn

  vy1 y2 ... yn  b    C1
y1 . y2 ..... yn . y 

y1

.

Following gives a business process modelling instance of
auction scene. Collaboration diagram always represent
internal interaction [15]. This scenario often involves three
roles: seller, auction service and bidders. The basic commercial transaction is seller sells products to bidders, the
highest price bidder in the auction is winner. The purpose
of auction service is to attract more potential buyers, which
is more efficient processing the auction, or deal with the
auction service of seller outsourcing.
Specific interaction process is seller sends out auction
creation request to auction service, when receives request,
it sends a creation confirmation to seller. Once auction
begins, bidders can bid that auction service will be confirmed in turn. At a particular time the auction ended, the
auction service sends notification to seller and bidders
which one gives the highest price. Products payment and
shipment execute at the same time. Seller sends payment
details, such as provides bank accounts and confirm
payment. In product shipment, seller will send notification
to bid winner as soon as product sent out successfully, bid
winner receives goods. This process is shown in Figure 10.

  y  y .y .
1

y

4.1 COLLABORATION DIAGRAM OF BPMN2.0

  vb, y1 , y2   e  b  .

b   

CSL C 

4 Instance of choreography modelling

When event b is  , start C and send out the completion
signal of event gateway by y.

CEG4  e, C1 , C2 

 or

MultiInstance Parallel Loop different from Mode 2 is
that all process instances will be concurrent execution.
So far, we give the fully definitions of elements, basic
and structured activities of BPMN2.0 through π calculus.
Provide standardized criteria for formal modelling method
of choreography.

When event b is  , start C and send out the completion
signal of event gateway by y.
Type 3: CEG  e, C 
3

y

n is the number of choreography activities. Start process
when b is  . Only when former process completed, can
start the next process. We send out completion signal by y
and end the cycle until all the process finished successsively.
Mode 3. MultiInstance Parallel Loop:

When any event coming from channel e, it will trigger
the execution of event gateway, at last send out the completion signal of event gateway through y.
Type 2: CEG  e, C 
2



 ! b    C

Start process when b is  , execute C by sequence.
When y sends out the completion signal, end the loop.
Mode 2. MultiInstance Sequential Loop:

y2 . y1  . y  .

Type 1: CEG  e, C 
1

y

2

e1, e2 are event channel, b1, b2 are specific events, y1, y2 are
private channel of C1, C2 respectively. When b1 is  and
received by e1, then perform C1. When b2 is  and received by e2, then perform C2. Finally, when the completion
signal of C1 or C2 is sent out, then send out the completion
signal of event gateway by y.
Structured activity 5. Choreography Loop Type: we
promise that b is the trigger condition, start process when b
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FIGURE 10 BPMN collaboration diagram of auction scene

FIGURE 11 BPMN choreography flow chart of auction scene

4.2 CHOREOGRAPHY MODELLING OF AUCTION

CSeq, is yStart, yPGS and ySeqS respectively.
Followings are models of choreography tasks:
Model 1. Choreography start task CStart gives a trigger
condition to start the process, then the process sends out
start finished signal through channel yStart.

Choreography is complex interaction of interdependent
behaviour between entities, it demands multi-cooperation
and at least two roles in choreography. For business
process in Figure 10, logic abstract and the corresponding
choreography diagram about it shows in Figure 11.
Before choreography modelling we define some tasks
in this auction scene, which involves following eight choreography tasks: choreography begins CStart, auction create
CAuCre, bid CBid, auction completion notification between
Auction and Seller CASComNotif, auction completion notification between Auction and Bidders CABComNotif, parallel
gateway CPG, payment and product delivery CPayDel and
choreography ends CEnd.
Among which, completion signal channel of internal
process for choreography task CAuCre, CBid, CASComNotif,
mABComNotif, CPayDel is yAuCre, yBid, yASComNotif, yABComNotif and
yPayDel respectively; the message channel of internal process is mAuCre, mBid, mASComNotif, mABComNotif and mPayDel respectively; completion signal channel of choreography task
is yAuCreS, yBidS, yASComNotifS, yABComNotifS and yPayDelS.
respectively; the completion signal channel of CStart, CPG,

CStart

yStart

 yStart

Model 2. The auction creation choreography task between Seller and Auction:
C AuCre  Seller , Auction, mAuCre 

y AuCreS

  Seller .mAuCre

mAuCre . Auction . y AuCre y AuCre . y AuCreS .

Seller prepared data by τSeller, and send out auction
creation information by mAuCre. When Auction received it,
execute τAuction, and send out auction creation finished
signal through yAuCre. Finally, send out auction creation
completed signal of choreography task by yAuCreS.
Model 3. The bid choreography task between Bidders
and Auction:
CBid  Bidders, Auction, mBid 

 Auction . yBid yBid . y BidS .
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Bidders prepare data by τBidders and send out bid information by mBid. When Auction receives it, executes internal action τAuction, and sends out bid finished signal through
channel yBid. Finally, sends out bid completed signal of
choreography task by channel yBidS.
Model 4. The auction completes notification choreography task between Auction and Seller:
C ASComNotif  Auction, Seller , mASComNotif



y ASComNotifS

cess signal through yPayDel. Finally, send out payment and
delivery completed signal by yPayDelS.
Model 8. The auction scene is executed sequentially:
CSeq  C AuCre , CBid , CPG , CPayDel 



yPGS yPayDelS  C AuCre



CPG

 Auction .mASComNotif mASComNotif . Seller . y ASComNotif y ASComNotif .
Auction prepares data by internal action τAuction, and
sends out auction complete notification by mASComNotif.
When Seller receives it, executes τSeller and sends out the
success signal that auction complete notification through
yASComNotif. Finally, sends out auction completed notification
of choreography task by yASComNotifS.
Model 5. The auction complete notification choreography task between Auction and Bidders:



y ABComNotifS



def

Auction   vc  CStart
CPG , CPayDel 

Auction prepares data by τAuction and sends out auction
complete notification by mABComNotif. When Bidders receive
it, executes τBidders and sends out the success signal that
auction completed notification through yABComNotif. Finally,
sends out auction completed notification of choreography
task by yABComNotifS.
Model 6. The parallel gateway of CASComNotif and
CABComNotif:

C

ASComNotif

y ASComNotifS

yPGS

C ABComNotif

y

ASComNotifS

ySeqS

yStart

yStart . CSeq  C AuCre , CBid ,

ySeqS . CEnd ,

starts the process, when sequence activities receive complete signal of CStart, execute CAuCre and CBid sequentially.
Finnish the bidding completion notification to Sellers and
Bidders through parallel gateway CPG, and execute CPayDel.
Finally, ended the auction process with the choreography
task CEnd.
4.3 VALIDATION OF CHOREGRAPHY MODEL

.

Choreography modelling of business process based on the
premise of its correctness [16]. In order to ensure the
accuracy, integrity and consistency of the choreography
semantics, we deduce and verify the choreography model.
Followings are analysis for every step of process which to
validate if each step is executed according to the design.



CASComNotif and CABComNotif execute concurrently, the
following three conditions may occur: the former finished
first, the latter finished first or both of them finished at the
same time. Only when both execution is completed, can
send out parallel gateway of choreography completed
signal by channel yPGS.
Model 7. The payment and delivery choreography task
between Seller and Bidders:
yPayDelS

yPayDelS . ySeqS  .

This auction scene is composed of CStart, CSeq and CEnd.

y ABComNotifS  y ABComNotifS . y ASComNotifS  . yPGS .

CPayDel  Seller , Bidders, mPayDel 

yBidS .

c is set of choreography tasks completed channel. CStart

  vy ASComNotifS y ABComNotifS 
y ABComNotifS

yPayDelS

yBidS

Model 10. The integrity formalized definition of auction scene is:

y ABComNotif . y ABComNotifS .



y AuCreS . CBid

CEnd   End .0

 Auction .mABComNotif mABComNotif . Bidders . y ABComNotif

CPG  C ASComNotif , C ABComNotif

yPGS . CPayDel

  v y AuCreS y BidS

Perform tasks of choreography according to the
sequence of auction tasks created. Auction creation task
CAuCre executes first, when successor task receives the
completion signal of it, then start current task. Then it
executes sequentially, the sequence tasks end until send out
the completion signal of choreography task CSeq.
Model 9. Choreography task CEnd through an internal
action τEnd ended the process.

y ASComNotifS .

C ABComNotif  Auction, Bidders, mABComNotif

yPGS

y AuCreS

ySeqS

def

Auction   vc  CStart
CPG , CPayDel 

ySeqS

yStart

yStart . CSeq  C AuCre , CBid ,

ySeqS . CEnd

Choreography process starts, expand task CStart:

  Seller .mPayDel

  vc  yStart yStart . CSeq  C AuCre , CBid , CPG , CPayDel 

mPayDel . Bidders . yPayDel yPayDel . yPayDelS .

ySeqS

ySeqS . CEnd

Seller prepares data by τSeller, and sends out payment
and delivery information by mPayDel. When Bidders receive
it, execute τBidders and send out payment and delivery suc-

Choreography starts task CStart send out start completed
signal through yStart. When CSeq receives this signal,
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expands and executes CSeq sequentially. Now we expand
and execute the interaction tasks of CAuCre:

successful signal through private channel yASComNotif:
Seller ASComNotif

  vc  y ASComNotifS C ABComNotif




  vc  Seller .mAuCre mAuCre . Auction . y AuCre y AuCre .
yStart

y AuCreS y AuCreS . CBid

yBidS

y

... CEnd

Bidders ABComNotif

  vc  y ASComNotifS y ABComNotifS  y ASComNotifS .



Auction of CAuCre prepares data through τAuction and
sends out auction creation news delivery succeeded signal
through private channel yAuCre:
 Auction , y AuCre

  vc  yAuCreS yAuCreS . CBid

yBidS

When both of CASComNotif and CASComNotif finished execution, they send out completion signal of choreography by
y ASComNotifS and y ABComNotifS .

... CEnd

ASComNotifS
ABComNotifS

  vc  yPGS yPGS . CPayDel

y

CAuCre sends out completion signal of auction creation
through yAuCreS , and expands task CBid:

... CEnd

.

Seller of CPayDel prepares data by τSeller, then sends out
product payment and delivery information through channel
mPayDel, and Bidders receive this news:

yPGS

Seller
PayDel

  vc  Bidders . yPayDel yPayDel . yPayDelS yPayDelS .



... CEnd

  vc  yBidS yBidS . CPG
 Auction , yBid

yPGS

Bidders of CPayDel prepare data by τBidders, then send out
completion signal of product payment and delivery through
private channel yPayDel:

... CEnd

.
CBid sends out completion signal of bid through yBidS,
and expands task CPG. CPG is parallel gateway, so
CASComNotif and CABComNotif are executed in parallel. When
both of them are finished, can execute successor task
CPayDel . Now, we verify the process of CASComNotif:
y

 vc  Auction .mASComNotif mASComNotif . Seller . yASComNotif

Bidders PayDel

  vc  yPayDelS yPayDelS . ySeqS ySeqS . CEnd



y ABComNotifS

y

PayDelS

 vc  ySeqS ySeqS . End .0

y

CSeq sends out completion signal sequentially by ySeqS
and CEnd receives this news:
ySeqS

  vc  End .0
.
CEnd ends this process through an internal action:
 End


  vc  0
.
At present, we have finished the correctness verifycation of the choreography model for auction scene, among
which does not have deadlocks. Through the validation
process, we find that after the execution of choreography
modelling, we get 0 at the last step that means each step of
choreography model is completed. It is different with general collaboration diagram model. After the execution
interaction of each node is completed, it will return to
initial state of the node. Therefore, when verify collaboration diagram model, the last verification step will return
to the initial model.

ASComNotifS .

y ABComNotifS  y ABComNotifS . y ASComNotifS  . yPGS ... CEnd .
CASComNotif prepares data through τAuction, and sends out
completion notification of auction by mASComNotif, and Seller
receives the completion notification:
Auction
ASComNotif

  vc  Seller . y ASComNotif y ASComNotif .

,m

y ABComNotifS



,y

CPayDel sends out completion signal of choreography
through channel yPayDelS and expands CEnd:

BidS

y ASComNotif . y ASComNotifS C ABComNotif

,m

ySeqS ySeqS . CEnd

Auction of CBid prepares data through τAuction, and sends
out bid news delivery signal through yBid:

C ABComNotif

... CEnd

yPayDelS yPayDelS . ySeqS ySeqS . CEnd

 Bidders , mBid

 vc  Auction . yBid yBid . y BidS yBidS . CPG

y ASComNotifS

yPayDelS

yPGS

  vc  Seller .mPayDel mPayDel . Bidders . yPayDel yPayDel .

Bidders of CBid prepares data through τBidders and send
out bid news through channel mBid:



,y

Parallel gateway CPG sends out completion signal of
choreography by yPGS and expands CPayDel:

y AuCreS

  vc  Bidders .mBid mBid . Auction . yBid yBid . y BidS
yPGS

,y

y ABComNotifS  y ABComNotifS . y ASComNotifS  . yPGS ... CEnd .

... CEnd

yBidS . CPG

. y ABComNotifS  y ABComNotifS . y ASComNotifS  . yPGS

It is same as CASComNotif, when CABComNotif finished execution:

 Seller , mAuCre

  vc  Auction . y AuCre y AuCre . y AuCreS y AuCreS .
yBidS

ASComNotifS

y ABComNotifS

... CEnd

Seller of CAuCre prepares data through τSeller and sends
out auction creation news through mAuCre. Auction receives
this news:

CBid

,y

y ASComNotifS .

y ABComNotifS  y ABComNotifS . y ASComNotifS  . yPGS ... CEnd .
Seller of CASComNotif prepares data through τSeller, and
sends out completion notification of auction delivery
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4.4 ADVANTAGES OF π CALCULUS MODELLING

Jiang Jiulei, Zhang Jiao, Bao Wenxing

process. Choreography makes interaction between participants of business process more standardized, which reflects
powerful expressiveness of π calculation. We propose
explicit formalized definition of interaction modelling
process of choreography, and eliminate conflict of business
process interoperability. Use specific example of choreography modelling for enterprise business, we give formal
verification to the model and eliminate possibility of
deadlocks in interaction model. The concern of formal
model shift from participate internal orchestration to
choreography execution. In the further study, on the one
hand, we will further study the application of π calculus in
BPMN2.0 choreography modelling; On the other hand, we
will explore new verification method to simulate and detect
the model.

There are advantages comparing with existing business
process formal modelling methods.
1) Use Petri net to BPMN formal modelling can lead to
state explosion issue, we choose π calculus for formal
modelling. π calculus reduction is a dynamic evolution
in mutual communication process[17]. We integrated
the advantages of π calculus with BPMN2.0 multi-role
modelling and inter-workflow choreography of enterprise characteristics. Therefore, π calculus is the most
suitable mathematical theory for BPMN choreography.
2) To verify if there is deadlock in the model. Deadlock
refers to two interaction of choreography waiting for
each other to send messages, which lead to subsequent
choreography can’t continue. It is a standstill state
among participates interaction [18]. The inference ability of the π calculus can be used to identify BPMN
semantic error, verify if there are deadlocks in the
model.
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5 Conclusions
This paper combines BPMN2.0 with π calculus, which
proposes a formalism method focused on choreography
basic and structure activitives of enterprise business
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